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Summary.  An algor i thm is  descr ibed which is  capable  of  solving cer ta in  word
problems:  i .e .  of  deciding whether  or  not  two words  composed of  var iables  and
operators can be proved equal as a consequence of a given set of identities satis-
f ied  by  the  opera tors .  Al though the  genera l  word  problem is  wel l  known to  be
unsolvable, this algorithm provides results in many interesting cases. For example
in elementary group theory if we are given the binary operator . , the unary oper-
a tor  -, and the  nul lary  operator  e ,  the  a lgor i thm is  capable  of  deducing f rom
the three identitiesa.(b.c)  = (a.b).c,  a.a-  = e, a.e  = a, the  laws  a-.a  = e,
e.a  = a, a- - = a, etc.; and furthermore it can show that a.b  = b .a-  is not a
consequence of  the given axioms.

The method is based on a well-ordering of the set of all words, such that each
identity can be construed as a “reduction”, in the sense that the right-hand side
of the identity represents a word smaller in the ordering than the left-hand side.
A set of reduction identities is said to be “complete” when two words are equal
as  a  consequence of  the  ident i t ies  i f  and only  i f  they reduce to  the  same word
by a series of reductions. The method used in this algorithm is essentially to test
whether a given set of identities is complete; if it is not complete the algorithm
in many cases finds a new consequence of the identities which can be added to the
l i s t .  The  process  i s  repeated  unt i l  e i ther  a  comple te  se t  i s  achieved or  unt i l  an
anomalous situation occurs which cannot at present be handled.

Results of several computational experiments using the algorithm are given.

Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to examine a general technique
for solving certain algebraic problems which are traditionally treated in
an ad hoc, trial-and-error manner. The technique is precise enough that
it can be done by computer, but it is also simple enough that it is useful
for hand calculation as an aid to working with unfamiliar types of algebraic
axioms.

Given a set of operators and some identities satisfied by these operators,
the general problem treated here is to examine the consequences of the
given identities, i.e. to determine which formulas are equal because of the
identities. The general approach suggested here may be described in very
informal terms as follows: Let us regard an identity of the form cc  = p as a
“reduction,” where we choose one side of the identity, say /I, as being
“simpler” than the other side a, and we agree to simplify any formula

7 The work reported in  this  paper  was supported in  par t  by the U.S.  Off ice  of  Naval
Research.
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having the form of tc to the form of /3.  For example, the axiom a-l(ab)  = b
can be considered as a reduction rule in which we are to replace any for-
mula of the form a-‘(ab)  by b. (The associative law for multiplication is
not necessarily being assumed here.) It is demonstrated in this paper that
the most fruitful way to obtain new consequences of reductions is to
take pairs of reductionsal  = pi,  a2 = /3a  and to find a formula which has
the form of al and in which one of the subformulas corresponding to an
operator of ai also has the form of az.  If the latter subformula is replaced
by /?a,  and the resulting formula is equated to /II, a useful new identity
often results. For example, let a 1  = a2 = a-l(ab),  and let pi = ,82 = 6;
then the formula (x-i)-’  (x-‘(xy)) has the form of al while its sub-
formula (x-‘(xv>)  corresponding to the multiplication of a by b in x1
has the form of a2; so we can equate (x-‘)-I  (x-‘(xy)) both to xy and to
(x-I)-‘y.

The general procedure which has been described so vaguely in the preced-
ing paragraph is formalized rigorously in $9  l-6 of this paper. 3 7 presents
over a dozen examples of how the method has given successful results
for many different axiom systems of interest. The success of this technique
seems to indicate that it might be worth while teaching its general principles
to students in introductory algebra courses.

The formal development in 88  l-6 of this paper is primarily a precise
statement of what hundreds of mathematicians have been doing for many
decades, so no great claims of originality are intended for most of the
concepts or methods used. However, the overall viewpoint of this paper
appears to be novel, and so it seems desirable to present here a self-
contained treatment of the underlying theory. The main new contribution
of this paper is intended to be an extension of some methods used by
Trevor Evans [4]; we allow operators to be of arbitrary degree, and we
make use of a well-ordering of words which allows us to treat axioms such
as the associative law. Furthermore some of the techniques and results of
the examples in 4 7 appear to be of independent interest.

1. Words. In the following sections we will deal with four fixed sequences
of quantities :

(a) An infinite sequence of variables vi, ~2,  v3,  . . . , which are distinguish-
able symbols from an infinite alphabet.

(b) A finite sequence of operators fi, f2,f3,  . . . , J;v,  which are distinguish-
able symbols from some alphabet, disjoint from the variables.

(c) A finite sequence of degrees dl, d2,  d3,  . . . , d,, which are nonnegative
integers. We say dj  is the degree of operator&.

(d) A finite sequence of weights wr,  ~2, ~3, . . .,  w,,  which are non-
negative integers. We say Wj  is the weight of operator 4.

An operator whose degree is 0, 1,2,3,.  . . , will be called a nullary, unary,

binary, ternary, . . . , operator, respectively. Nullary operators take the
place in this discussion of what are traditionally called “constants” or
“generators”. We will assume there is at least one nullary operator.

Two special conditions are placed on the sequences defined above:
(1) Each nullary operator has positive weight. Thus if 4 = 0, wj  z 0.

/ (2) Each unary operator has positive weight, with the possible exception
of of f A , .f A , .   Thus if dj  = 1 and j < N, Wj  > 0.

The reason for these two restrictions will become clear in the proof of
Theorem 1.

Certain sequences of variable and operator symbols are called words

1
(“well-formed formulas”), which are defined inductively as follows :
A variable vj  standing alone is a word; and

fial  . . . ad (1.1)

/ is a word if al, . . . , ad are words and d = dj. Note that if fj is a nullary
operator, the symbol& standing alone is a word.

The subwords  of a word a are defined to be (i) the entire word a itself,
and (ii) the subwords  of al, . . . , ad,  if a has the form (1.1). Clearly the
number of subwords  of a is the number of symbols in a, and in fact each
symbol of a is the initial symbol of a unique subword.  Furthermore,
assuming that a and /? are words, fl  is a subword  of a if and only if fi  is a
substring of a, i.e. a = rp/?y for some strings of symbols y and y.

Let US  say a nontrivial subword  is a subword  which contains at least one
operator symbol; i.e. a subword  which is not simply of the trivial form
“,uj” for some variable vj. The number of nontrivial subwords  of a word
a is clearly the number of operator symbols in a.

This definition of words and subwords  is, of course, just one of many
ways to define what is essentially an “ordered tree structure”, and we may
make use of the well-known properties of tree structure.

Let us write n(x,  a) for the number of occurrences of the symbol x in
the word a. A pure word a is one containing no variables at all; i.e. a is
pure if n(vj,  a) = 0 for all j. The weight of a pure word is

w(a)  = 1 Wjn(fj,  4; (1.2)
j

i.e. the sum of the weights of its individual symbols. Since every nullary
operator has positive weight, every pure word has positive weight.

The set of all pure words can be ordered by the following relation:
a Z- fl  if and only if either

(1)  w(a)  =- 4B) ; or
(2) w(a) = w(B)  and a = fial  . . . a+  J!?  = f$!?l  . . . is,,,  and either

(2a)j > k; or

(2b)j=kandar=Bl,  . . . . atMI  = igtml,  a, z-  /?, for some t, 1 < t G d/.
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2. Substitutions. Most of 5 1 was concerned with pure words, and it is
now time to consider the variables which can enter. If a is a string of
symbols containing variables, we let v(a) be the largest subscript of any
variable occurring in a. If a involves no variables, we let v(a)  = 0.

If a, 01, 02, . . ., en are strings of symbols, where n Z= v(a), we will write

sub,  e2, . . . , 8,;  a> (2.1)

for the string obtained from a by substituting 0, for each occurrence of
vj, 1 Gj==n. For example if v(a) = 2, S(V~,  VI;  a) is obtained from a by
interchanging the variables vr and 212.

We say a word ,!I has the form of a word a if j can be obtained by sub-
stitution from a; i.e. if there exist words or,  &,  . . .,  8,  such that /3 =
s = (e,,  e2, . . . , en;  a).

It is not difficult to prove that two substitutions can always be replaced
by one, in the sense that

sh,  . . . , fpm;  svh,  . . . , 8,;  a>>
= s(sh  . . . , 9,;  elk . . . , sh,  . . . , 9)k  en); 4. (2.2)

So if y has the form of p and ,8  has the form of a, y also has the form of a.
It is comparatively easy to design an algorithm which decides whether

or not b has the form of a, given two words /? and a. Briefly, let a  =
ill  22.. . I.,,,,  where each ;zi  is a variable or an operator. Then fl  must have
the form fi  = /Q2.  . .&  where, if ~5  is an operator, yj = /3j; and if
yj = yk  is a variable, then pj  = t9k  is a word, for 1 =G j G k =S  m.

Let w.  be the minimum weight of a pure word; thus w.  is the minimum
weight of a nullary operator. We define the weight w(a) of an arbitrary
word to be the minimum weight of all pure words which have the form of a:

It is not difficult to design an algorithm which decides whether or not
a w b,  given two pure words a and ,6;  details will be omitted here.

THEOREM 1. The set of allpure words is well-ordered by the relation “ w  “.
Proof. First it is necessary to prove that a Z- ,J  =- y implies a =- y; and

that for any pure words a and p,  exactly one of the three possibilities
a =- p,  a = p,  a < /3  holds. These properties are readily verified by a
somewhat tedious case analysis, so it is clear that we have at least a linear
ordering.

We must now prove there is no infinite sequence of pure words with

al=-a:2wa3=-  . . . . (1.3)

Since the words are ordered first on weight, we need only show there is
no infinite sequence (1.3) of pure words having the same weight w.

Now let a be a pure word with nj  symbols of degree 4. It is easy to
prove inductively that

n0+nl+n2+  . . . = l+O*n0+l~nl+2*ng+  . . .,

i.e. 120  = 1 +n2+2n3+.  . . . Since each nullary operator has positive weight,
we have w 3 no; so there are only a finite number of choices for no,  n2,
123, . . ., if we are to have a word of weight w. Furthermore if each unary
operator has positive weight, we have u1Z= ~1, so there would be only finitely
many pure words of weight w. Therefore (1.3) is impossible unless fN is a
unary operator of weight zero.

Therefore let 1~~  = 0, dN  = 1, and define the function h(a) to be the
word obtained from a by erasing all occurrences of fN.  Clearly if a is a
word of weight w, so is h(a). And by the argument in the preceding para-
graph only finitely many words h(aj  exist of weight w. To complete the
proof of the theorem, we will show there is no infinite sequence (1.3)
such that h(al) = h(a2)  = h(a3)  = . . . .

Let h(a) = s1  .sz  . . . s,,;  then a has the form fT; slyds2 . . . f$  s,,  where
r,, are nonnegative integers. Define r(a) = (t-1, r,), an n-tuple

2 noinegative  integers. It is now easy to verify that,‘if’i(a)  = h(p), we
have a =- B if and only if r(a) r r(p) in lexicographic order. Since it is
well known that lexicographic order is a well-ordering, the proof of
Theorem 1 is complete.

Note that if&  were a unary operator of weight zero and j < N,  we would
not have a well-ordering, since there would be a sequence of pure words of
the form .fNx  =- AfNa  =- AjjfNa  =- . . . . And if we have nullary operators
of weight zero, other counterexamples arise; for example if fl  is nullary
and fi  is binary, both of weight zero, then

fifflflfl  > fififif2f22fifl =- fififflf2f2flf~fl  ’ . . . *

This accounts for the restrictions we have imposed on the degrees and
the weights.

W(a)  = )I:oJz  ldVj,  a)+ C Wjn(fj,  a).
j>l

(2.3)

We now extend the “>” relation, which was defined only for pure
words in 9 1, to words involving variables. Let us say that a =- /3  if and
only if either

(1) w(a) > w(B)  and n(vi, a) > n(vi, p) for all i Z= 1; or

(2) w(a) = w(p)  and n(vi,  a) = n(Vi,  b)  for all i Z= 1

and either a = f&vk,  j!?  = vk for some t a 1, or
U=fjCZ,.  .  . a+ fi  = fk,!$  . . . & and either
(2a) j z k; or
(2b) j = k and al = /?I,  . . . , ateI  = ,!ltml,  a, S- /$ for some t, 1 G t 4 4.

It is not difficult to design a relatively simple algorithm which determines,
given words a and p,  whether a -= ,4,  or a = /3,  or a > p, or whether a
and 6 are unrelated. In the latter case we write “a # 8”. When a and

I
B are’ pure words, the situation a # b is impossible; but when variables
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where f3f3   and f if i   are unary operators of weight one, and fl  is a nullary
operator of weight one. If we substitute for v1  a pure word 8 of weight 1,
we have f30f30   =-JZfi  by case (2a); but if we substitute for v1  any word 6
of weight greater than one, we get f& =- fifififi   by case (1). We could there-
fore have made the methods of this paper slightly more powerful if we had
been able to define f g r lf g r l   =- f i f i ;f i f i ;   but such an effort to make Theorem 2
“best possible” appears to lead to such a complicated definition of the rela-
tion 0: P- p that the comparatively simple definition given here is preferable.
So far in practice no situation such as (2.6) has occurred.

Let CI  and  ,4 be words with V(E)  < n, v(p)  G n. In the following
discussion we will be interested in the general solution of the equation

sh  . . . . 8,;  4 = s(el,  . . ., 0,;  b) (2.7)
in words or,  . . ., 0,. Such an equation can always be treated in a reasonably
simple manner:
THEOREM 3. Either (2.7) has no solution, or there is a number k, 0 G k s n,

and words 01,  . . . , a, with ~‘(0~)  =S  k for 1 4 j == n, where

are involved, we can have unrelated words such as

.&wwlv1v2  # f32.Z2'2Vl, (2.4)
f2w'z  # f2v2v1, (2.5)

where f& fifi   fsfs   are operators of degrees 2, 3, 5 respectively.
The principal motivation for the given definition of a z B is the following

fact:

THEOREM 2. If a > B  then s(el,  e2,  . . . , en;  g)  > s(el,  e2, _ . . , e , ;. . , e , ;   /%for/%for
all words f&, . . ., 0,.

Proof Let U’  = s(el,  e2,  . . . , 8,;  E>  and /I’ = s(el,  e2,  . . . , 8,;  p).
If condition (1) holds for x and B, then it must hold also for a’ and p’.
For in the first place, every word has weight Z= We,  so

w(4 = w(x)  fjzl n(vj, sc>(+@j>  - ~0)

=- w(B)  + j~ln(V.i,  B)(w@j>  - wo)  = WW.

Secondly, fl(Vi, 4 =j;l n(vj>  x>n(vi,  ej>  aJzln(vj2  &(Vi, ej>  = n(Vi,  B’>.

If condition (2) holds for M.  and ,!I,  then similarly we find ~(a’)  = w(/?‘)
and n(vi,  a’) = n(~i,  /3’)  for all i, and CC’  =&I  . . . a& b’  = fk& . . . &
where CC:  = S(&,  . . ., 6,; a,) and p: = S(&,  . . ., 6,;  brs,>  for all r. Hence
either j =- k, or an inductive argument based on the length of a will
complete the proof.

Corollary. There is no infinite sequence of words such that a, r a2  >
=-as>  . . . . For if there were such a sequence, we could substitute a
nullary operator f for each variable vj,  j 3 1; Theorem 2 implies that this
would give an infinite descending sequence of pure words, contradicting
Theorem 1.

It should be emphasized that Theorem 2 is a key result in the method
which will be explained in detail in subsequent sections; and the fact that
cz  #  fl can occur for certain words a and /3  is a serious restriction on the
present applicability of the method. The authors believe that further theory
can be developed to lift these restrictions, but such research will have to
be left for later investigations.

It may seem curious that f5 ~1 vlvlvlvz #  f3v2v2vl;  surely f5vlvlvlvlv2
appears to be a much “bigger” word than f3v2v2v1. But if we substitute a
short formula for VI and a long formula for v2,  we will find f&v2v1 is
actually longer than f5v1v1vlvlv2.

Theorem 2 is not quite “best possible”; there are words a and /I  for
which a #  B  yet S(&,  e2,  . . . , 0,;  a)  z S(&,  e2,  . . . , 0,;  @)  for all “pure”
words el,  . . . , en.  For example, consider

f3Vl # fifl (2.6)

{R, g2,  . - ., Vk} c (01,  . . ., G}, (2.8)

such that all solutions of (2.7) have the form
6j==S(vr  ,..., pk;Uj), lGj<n. (2.9)

Moreover, there is an algorithm which determines whether or not (2.7) is
solvable, and which determines ox,  . . . , o, when a solution exists.

(Note that this theorem provides the general solution of (2.7). The signi-
ficance of relation (2.8) is that the simple words vl, v2,  . . . , 2’k  are included
among the o’s, i.e. that some k of the B’s may be selected arbitrarily and the
other n-k 8’s must have a specified relationship to these k “independent”
variables. This result is equivalent to the “Unification Theorem” of J. A.
Robinson [lo].)

Proof Theorem 3 can be proved by induction on n, and for fixed n by
induction on the length of X/J,  as follows.

Case 1. u = cPp’  ,!? = vuq.  If p = q, then obviously any words &, . . ., 8,
will satisfy (2.7),  so we may take I’c = n, o1 = cl: . . ., o, = T,. If p =t=  q,
the general solution is clearly obtained by taking k = n- 1,

u1  = VI, . . . ) u4--1  = vqwl,  uq  = VP, uqfl  = vq,  . . .) un  = 2),-l.

Case 2. a = fpczl.  . .xd,  ,Q  = vq.  Then if the variable v9  appears in cc,
the equation (2.7) has no solution since the length of S(0,,  . . . , ,,,8 . X)  is
greater than the length of e4  = S(Bl,.  . ., 0,;  B).  On the other hand if
uq  does not appear in cx  we clearly have k = n- 1, ~1 = VI,. . . , 04-I  =
vq-1,  ,u4 = S(Vl, . . .) vpl,  vq-l,  . . .) v,;  a), uq+l  = vq,  . . .) un  = v,-1
as the general solution.

Case 3.5r  = zr,  ,!I =&PI..  .fl,. This is case 2 with CI, and fl  interchanged.
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Case 4. a = fpal. . .ad,  p =j&. . .pd. Here there is no solution of
(2.7) unless p = 4, so we may assume p = q and d = d’.  Now (2.7) is
equivalent to the system of d simultaneous equations

S(81,  * a -9  8,;  Uj) = S(61,  . . e) 8,;  pj) (2.10)

for 1s je d. If d = 0, the general solution is of course to take k = n,
01  = Vl, . . .) a, = v,. Suppose we have obtained the general solution of
the system (2.10) for 1 e j < r, where 0 < r -= d; we will show how to extend
this to a solution of (2.10) for 1 <j 6 rf 1: If (2.10),  for 1 <j< r, has no
solution, then (2.10) certainly has no solution for 1 -c  j == rf 1. Otherwise
let the general solution to (2.10),  for 1 =z  je r, be given by k, crl,.  . ., a,.
Now the general solution to (2.10) for 1 <j--  rf 1 is obtained by setting
ej  = S(g?l,.  . .) qk;  Uj), l==j<n,  and S(&,.  . .,  0,;  a,+,) = s(e,,. . .,  8,;
Br+r).  By (2.2) this requires solving

S(pll,  . . .,  qk;  S(a1,  . . .,  a,;  a,+1))  =

'%l,  -*.P qk; '%al, * * *> a,; /%+l)). (2.11)

The general solution of this equation can be obtained by induction, since
eitherkcnork  = nand(ar,  . . . . a,} = {vl, . . . . v,}and  S(ar,  . . . .
a,+JS(a1, . . .,  0,;

0,;

k’, a;, . . . , a;,
,&+r)  is shorter than c@. If (2.11) has the general solution

then (2.10) for 1 g j
qu;, . . .,u;;a1>,  . ..s<u.,

e r+ 1 has the general solution k',

. . . , a;; 0,).  The latter strings include {or,  . . . , vk,}
since {oi;, . . ., CJ;}  2 (~1,  . . ., vV}  and {or,  . . .,c~}  Z?  {VI,  . . .,  vk}.  This induc-
tive process ultimately allows us to solve (2.10) for 1 == j < d, as required.

This completes the inductive proof that a general solution (2.8),  (2.9)
to the equation (2.7) can be obtained, and it is evident that the proof is
equivalent to a recursive algorithm for obtaining the solution.

As an example of the process used in the proof of Theorem 3, let
n=7,d1=  1,dz=2,and

a = f2flf2flv4.f2v3flf2v2v2f2vlf2v3fivl,

B = f2flf2v5f2v5v6f2v?f2f&fif2v5vt?.
(2.12)

We wish to determine what formulas can be obtained by a common sub-
stitution in a and b,  which is essentially saying we want to solve the equa-
tiona=p  for VI,...,
equations

~7. This reduces, first, to solving the simultaneous

f f f  ,f ff1 2 124  2v3  I 2v2v2  = flf2v5f2v5v6, (2.13)
fZ~lf2~3fl~l  = fZv7f2flvSflf2v5vS (2.14)

To solve (2.13),  we first remove the common fl, at the left, then solve
the system flu4 = v5,  f2v3flf2v2v2 = f2v5v6,  etc., and we ultimately obtain
the conditions

v3 = v5 = f1v4, V6 = f1.fzv22’2. (2.15)

Word problems in universal algebras 2 7 1

Substituting these into (2.14) gives the equation

fivlfiflv4fivl  = .fiv7fiflfif2v2v2flf2flv4fif2v2v2,

and to make a long story short this equation in the variables ~1,  ~2,  ~4, 217
ultimately implies that

v4 = f1f2vzv2, v1  =  v 7  =  fzflflf2v2v2flf2v2v2.

Finally, in connection with (2.15),  we have found that every word obtain-
able by a common substitution of words into a and p is obtained by sub-
stituting some word for v2  in

Stating this in the more formal language of Theorem 3 and its proof,
the general solution to (2.7),  (2.12) is given by

k = 1, 01 =  07  =  f2flfifivlvlflf2vlvl, 0’2  = 2’1,

63 = 05 =f1flf2w1, a4 = 06 = fifZvlv1.

3. The word problem. Given a set R = ((11,  ,oi),  . . . , (A,,  em)}  of pairs
of words, called “relations”, we can define a corresponding equivalence
relation (in fact, a congruence relation) between words in a natural
manner, by regarding the relations as “axioms”,

;Ik  E @k  (R), 1 < k G m, (3.1)

where the variables range over the set of all words. This “ E ” relation
is to be extended to the smallest congruence relation containing (3.1).

For our purposes it is most convenient to define the congruence rela-
tions in the following more precise manner: Let /3 be a subword  of a, SO
that a has the form q,&+  for some strings cp,  w. Assume that there is a rela-
tion (a, Q)  in R such that /I has the form of ;3:  ,6  = S(&,  . . . , 8,; 3.)  for
some el,  . . . . 8,,  where n == v(a),  v(e).  Let /I’  = S(8r,  . . .,  8,; Q), so that
b and fi’ are obtained from I and Q by means of the same substitutions.
Let a’ = q/?‘y  be the word a with its component fi  replaced by fl’.  Then we
say a reduces to CC’  with respect to R, and we write

a * a’ (R). (3.2)
Finally, we say that

cc  E ,!?(R) (3.3)

if there is a sequence of words ao,  al, . . . , cc,  for some n z=  0 such that
a=ao,a,=~,  and for O&j -C  IZ  we have either aj -+ aj+l (R) or
CC~+~ + 0~~  (R). (Note: When the set R is understood from the context,
the “(R)” may be omitted from notations (3.2) and (3.3).)

The word problem is the problem of deciding whether or not a = /I (R),
given two words a and /I and a set of relations R. Although the word
problem is known to be quite difficult (indeed, unsolvable) in general,
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we present here a method for solving certain word problems which are
general enough to be of wide interest.

The principal restriction is that we require all of the relations to be
comparable in the sense of $ 2: we require that

3.  w (? (3.4)
for each relation in R. In such a case we say R is a set of reductions. It
follows from Theorem 2 that

a + x’  implies a =- a’. (3.5)
4. The completeness theorem. Let R be a set of reductions. We say a

word a is irreducible with respect to R if there is no a’ such that a --)  a’.
It is not difficult to design an algorithm which determines whether or not

a given word is irreducible with respect to R. If R = {(II,  ol), . . . , (I,, em)},
we must verify that no subword  of a has the form of Al, or 22,.  . . , or A,,,.

If a is reducible with respect to R, the algorithm just outlined can be
extended so that it finds some a’ for which a + a’. Now the same procedure
can be applied to x’,  and if it is reducible we can find a further word a”,
andsoon.Wehavea+a’-a”-+...; so by (3.5) and the corollary to Theo-
rem 2, this process eventually terminates.

Thus, there is an algorithm which, given any word a and any set of reduc-
tions R, finds an irreducible word a0 such that a = ao,  with respect to R.

We have therefore shown that each word is equivalent to at least one
irreducible word. It would be very pleasant if we could also show that
each word is equivalent to at most one irreducible word; for then the al-
gorithm above solves the word problem! Take any two words a and p,
and use the given algorithm to find irreducible a0 and PO. If a s /3,  then
a0 = DO, so by hypothesis a0 must be equal to PO. If a + /?, then a0 f PO,
so a0 must be unequal to PO. In effect, a0 and /&,  are canonical representa-
tives of the equivalence classes.

This pleasant state of affairs is of course not true for every set of reduc-
tions R, but we will see that it is true for surprisingly many sets and there-
fore it is an important property worthy of a special name. Let us say R
is a complete set of reductions if no two distinct irreducible words are equi-
valent, with respect to R. We will show in the next section that there is an
algorithm to determine whether or not a given set of reductions is complete.

First we need to characterize the completeness condition in a more
useful way.

Let “+*” denote the reflexive transitive completion of “+“,  so that
a +*p  means that there are words ao,  al,. . . , a,, for some n 3  0 such
that a = a,,, xj+aj+l for O<j>n,  and a,=lQ.

THEOREM 4. A set of reductions R is complete if and only if the following
“lattice condition” is satisfied:

Jfx-x’anda-a” there exists a wordy such that a’ + *y  and a” - * y.

Proof. If x + a’ and a -+ XI’, we can find irreducible words aA  and aA’
such that a’-+*  x; and a’+*  31;‘. Since aA  E a;‘, we may take y = ah  = aA’
if R is complete.

Conversely let us assume that the lattice condition holds; we will show
that R is complete. First, we show that if a -+*  a0 and a -+*  aA,  wherea,-,
and aA  are irreducible, we must have a0 = a;. For if not, the set of all
x which violate this property has no infinite decreasing sequence so there
must be a “smallest” a (with respect to the Z- relation) such that a -* ao,
SC+ *aA f ao,  where both a0 and aA  are irreducible. Clearly a is not itself
irreducible, since otherwise a0 = x = a;. So we must have a + x0,  a $  aA,
and there must be elements al, a; such that a + al +*  ao,  a - a; +*  a:.
By the lattice condition there is a word y such that al +* y and xi -+ * y.
Furthermore there is an irreducible word y. such that y +* ~0.  Now by
(3.5),  a > al, so (by the way we chose a) we must have a0 = ~0.  Similarly
the fact that a r Z; implies that ah  = yo.  This contradicts the assumption
that a0 $  ah.

NOW to show that R is complete, we will prove the following fact:
Vu  G t!$a+*ao,andB-* /IO,  where a0 and /?o are irreducible, then a0 = PO.
Let the derivation of the relation a G /I be a = og+q++.  . . ++o,,  = B,  where
“u5’ denotes “+”  or “+  “. If n = 0, we have a = ,B,  hence a0 = PO  by
the proof in the preceding paragraph. If n = 1, we have either a -+ /? or
B * a, and again the result holds by the preceding paragraph. Finally
if n =- 1, let ol+* o;,  where 0; is irreducible. By induction on n, we
have 0; = jo, and also 01 = ao.  Therefore R and the proof are both
complete.

5. The superposition process. Our immediate goal, in view of Theorem 4,
is to design an algorithm which is capable of testing whether or not the
“lattice condition” is satisfied for all words.

En terms of the definitions already given, the hypothesis that a - a’ and
a --f  a” has the following detailed meaning: There are subwords  p1 and
pz of a, so that 3:  has the form

a = q&y1 = y2;32y)2. (5.1)

There are also relations (]%I,  gl),  (1.2, 02)  in R, and words 81,  . . .,  e,,
0’1,  . . .: o,,  such that

p1 = Wl, . . .> 8,;  Rl), p2 = S(Ol, . . ., 0,; 3.2) (5.2)

and
a ’ = q1S(6J1, . . . . 8,;  pl)yl, a" = ~~S(o.1, . . . . 0,; ~2)w2. (5.3)

The lattice condition will hold if we can find a word y such that a’ +*  y
and a” -.*  y.

Several possibilities arise, depending on the relative positions of t%
and p2  in (5.1). If b1  and ,19~  are disjoint (have no common symbols), then
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assuming 91 is shorter than ~2  we have v2 = ~r@rp1~  for some y3, and the
lattice condition is trivially satisfied with

Y = (Pl~(~l, . * .Y &I; e1>93qa,, * . ., 0,; 12)y2.

If pr and 82  are not disjoint, then one must be a subword  of the other,
and by symmetry we may assume that fll is a subword  of b2.  In fact we
may even assume that cc = ,Yz, for the lattice condition must hold in this
special case and it will hold for a = q2/32y2  if it holds for a = /I,. In view
of (5.2),  two cases can arise:

Case 1. pr is a subword  of one of the occurrences of oj, for some j.
In this case, note that there are n(vj, 12)  occurrences of aj in a, and a’
has been obtained from a by replacing one of these occurrences of oj  by
the word ai, where aj - a;. If we now replace aj by a: in each of its remain-
ing n(vj, 1,s)  - 1 occurrences in a, we obtain the word

al = S(al,  . . . . @j-l, ai, a,+l,  . . . . a,; 22);

and it is clear that a’ -+* al. Therefore the lattice condition is satisfied in
this case if we take

y = S(al,  . . I.,  aj-1, oj, aj+l,  . . ., 0,; ,oz>.
Case 2. The only remaining possibility is that

PI  = Wl,  . . .,  0,; p) (5.4)
where ,U  is a nontrivial subword  of ;j2. (See the definition of “nontrivial
subword”  in 9 1.) The observations above show that the lattice condition
holds in all other cases, regardless of the set of reductions R, so an algo-
rithm which tests R for completeness need only consider this case. It
therefore behooves us to make a thorough investigation of this remaining
possibility.

For convenience, let us write simply A instead of AZ. Since ,u  is a sub-
word of ;3 we must have ii = IJJ~~,  for some strings y and y, and it follows
from the assumptions above that

Vl = S(R, . . ., 0,; v,>, yl = Stal,  . . .,  0,; y>. (5.5)

THEOREM 5. Let ,u be a subword  of the word A, where A = q~py,  and let
C(n,,  p, 1)  be the set of all words a which can be written in the form

a = vlS(61,  . . .,  8,;  ill)yl = S(al, . . . , a, : A) (5.6)
for words al,.  . . , a,,  4, . . . ,O,,,,  where q11  and y1 are defined by (5.5). Then
either C(n,, p, 2)  is the empty set, or there is a word a(Ar, p,  il), the
“superposition of I.1 on ,u in I,” such that C(;i,, p, I,) is the set of all words
that have the form of a(lr,  CL, A); i.e.

CGL  ~1,  a>  =  @‘(VI,  .  .  ., p?k;  a(&,  p,  A)) 1 PI, .  .  .  ,  yk  are  w o r d s } . ( 5 . 7 )

Furthermore there is an algorithm which finds such a word a(ll,  ,u, ?.),
or which determines that a(ilr,  p,  X) does not exist.

Proof Let A’ = S(z’,+l,  . . . , v,+,; ?,,)  be the word obtained by chang-
ing all the variables vi  in A1 to v,+~;  then 3.’ and ?. have distinct varia-
bles. Let an+r  = el,  . . .,  an+m  = e,, and let r = mfn.  Then the words
al, . . . . ar are solutions to the equation

S(Ol,  ***, a,; A) = S(al, . . .: a,; 97) S(ar,  . . .,  6,; 1.‘)  S(al, . . .,  a,; y).

By Theorem 3, we can determine whether or not this equation has solu-
tions; and when solutions exist, we can find a general solution k, a:, . . . , a:.
Theorem 5 follows if we now define a(I.l,  p, I,) = S(al, . . .,  a:; ;i).
COROLLARY. Let R be a set of reductions; and let A be any algorithm which,

given a word a, finds a word a0 such that a -* ~0  and a0 is irreducible, with
respect to R. Then R is complete if and only if the following condition holds
for all pairs of reductions (Al,  ql), (I 2, ~2)  in R and all nontrivial subwords  p
of i12  such that the superposition a(?.l, p, AZ)  exists:

Let
a = a(i.l, ,u, &)  = qlS(B1,  . . .,  0,;  1.i)~~~  = S(ar,  . . .,  a,; A2), (5.8)

where q11  and yl are defined by (5.5). Let

a’ = cplstel,  . . . , 8,;  el)yl,  a” = Wl,  . . . , a,;  ed, (5.9)

and use algorithm A to find  irreducible words ah and aA’ such that
a’ +*  ai and 6;’ +*  a:. Then aA must be identically equal to a;'.

Proof. Since a + a’ and a - a”, the condition that aA  = ai’ is certainly
necessary if R is complete. Conversely we must show that R is complete
under the stated conditions.

The condition of Theorem 4 will be satisfied for all words a unless we
can find reductions (21,  er),  (1 2,  oz) and a nontrivial subword  p of 1,~  such
that, in the notation of Theorem 4,

a = S(yl,  . . . ,  p?k;  a),  a ’  = s(yl,  .  .  ., qk;  a’), a”  = s(vl,  .  .  ., vk;  a ” )

for some words ~1,  . . . , 9)k.  (This must happen because the discussion earlier
in this section proves that we may assume a is a member of C(~X,  ,u, A) if
the condition of Theorem 4 is violated, and Theorem 5 states that a has
this form.) But now we may take y = S(qr,  . . . , 9)k; 0:) = S(cpr,  . . . , p7k;  a;‘),
and the condition of Theorem 4 is satisfied.

Note that this corollary amounts to an algorithm for testing the complete-
ness of any set of reductions. A computer implementation of this algorithm
is facilitated by observing that the words al, . . . , a,, &, . . . , 0,  of (5.9)
are precisely the words a;, . . . , a: obtained during the construction of
a(lr,  ,u, 12)  in the proof of Theorem 5.

As an example of this corollary, let us consider the case when R contains
the single reduction

(1,  !d = (fZf2%~2v3,  f2%f2%~3).
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Because of (6.3),  we may assume that, for each reduction (1, Q)  in R,
both ii and n are irreducible with respect to the other reductions of R.

The following procedure may now be used to attempt to complete a
given set R of reductions.

Apply the tests of the corollary to Theorem 5, for all 3.1,  iZ, and (-c.  If in
every case oh  = aA’,  R is complete and the procedure terminates. If some
choice of ;ir, Rz, ,LL leads to 0; + cr;‘,  then we have either aA  > &‘, 0;’  w oh,
or aA  #  0;‘. In the latter case, the process terminates unsuccessfully, having
derived an equivalence 0; G ah’  (R) for which no reduction (as defined in
this paper) can be used. In the former cases, we add a new reduction
(GA,  ah’)  or (a;‘, GA),  respectively, to R, and begin the procedure again.

Whenever a new reduction (;I’, 9’) is added to R, the entire new set R
is checked to make sure it contains only irreducible words. This means,
for each reduction (A,  p)  in R we find irreducible A,J and ~0 such that 1  +*?Lo
and e -+* PO,  with respect to R- {(A,  9)). Here it is possible that 10 = eo,
in which case by (6.1) we may remove (IL,  p)  from R. Otherwise we might
have lo > e. or e. > Ro,  and (1, e)  may be replaced by (Ao,  oo)  or (PO, ILo),
respectively, by (6.3). We might also find that 1&o  #  PO,  in which case the
process terminates unsuccessfully as above.

Several examples of experiments with this procedure appear in the
remainder of this paper. It was found to be most useful to test short
reductions first (i.e. to consider first those 3.1  and & which have small
weight or short length). Shorter words are more likely to lead to interesting
consequences which cause the longer words to reduce and, perhaps, eventu-
ally to disappear.

In practice, when equivalent words cc and ,8 are found so that u ii B,
it is often possible to continue the process by introducing a new operator
into the system, as shown in the examples of the next section.

7. Computational experiments. In this section we will make free use of
more familiar “infix” notations, such as a-/J, in place of the prefix notation
fiap which was more convenient for a formal development of the theory.
Furthermore the word “axiom” will often be used instead of “reduction”,
and the letters a, b, c,  d will be used in place of the variables vl, ~2,  ~3,  ~14.

The computational procedure explained in 0 6 was programmed in
FORTRAN IV for an IBM 7094 computer, making use of standard
techniques of tree structure manipulation. The running times quoted
below could be improved somewhat, perhaps by an order of magnitude,
(a) by recoding the most extensively used subroutines in assembly language,
(b) by keeping more detailed records of which pairs (Al,  &) have already
been tested against each other, and (c) by keeping more detailed records of
those pairs (a, ;i) of words for which we have already verified that a does
not have the form of A. These three improvements have not been made at
the time of writing, because of the experimental nature of the algorithm.

Here fi is a binary operator, and the relation 3, --f  E, is the well-known
associative law, (vr*Uu~).23~  + v1*(v2*v3),  if we write (2.r.~), for f2v1v2.
(Note that ;i  > 0, by the definition of Q 2.)

Sincef&rv2v3  has two nontrivial subwords, the corollary in this case
requires us to test ~(i,, ;i, 1,)  and a(& fZv1v2,  1). In the former case we ob-
viously have a very uninteresting situation where o’  = a”, so the condition
is clearly fulfilled. In the latter case, we may take

0 =  @.,f2w2, ;.>  =  .f2f2f2~1~2V3’u4,

Both of the latter reduce to f~vlf2v2fiv3v4,  so the associative law by itself
is a “complete” reduction.

The argument just given amounts to the traditional theorem (found
in the early pages of most algebra textbooks) that, as a consequence of
the associative law, any two ways of parenthesizing a formula are equal
when the variables appear in the same order from left to right.

We may observe that the testing procedure in the corollary may be simpli-
fied by omitting the case when 1.1 = J.2  = ,LL,  since G’ = 0”. Furthermore
we may omit the case when ,u  is simply a nullary operator fq,  since in that
case we must have )3r  = fq, and both c’  and a” reduce to the common
word y obtained by replacing all occurrences off, in c2  by el. (The argu-
ment is essentially the same as the argument of “Case 1” at the beginning
of this section.)

6. Extension to a complete set. When a set of reductions is incomplete,
we may be able to add further reductions to obtain a complete set. In
this section we will show how the procedure of the corollary to Theorem 5
can be extended so that a complete set may be obtained in many cases.

First note that if R is a set of reductions and if RI = R U {(I., e)} where
;I  z 0  (R), then RI and R generate the same equivalence relation:

a G p (R) if and only if a G /I  (RI). (6.1)

For if a z /I  (R) we certainly have a E /3  (RI);  conversely if 6  + q (RI)
using the relation (il, e), it follows from X = Q  (R) that 0  EZ g,  (R), and this
suffices to prove (6.1) since all applications of the extra reduction (A,  ,o)
can be replaced by sequences of reductions using R alone.

Now if RI = R lJ {(I.,  9))  and Ra = R U {(A’,  Q’)),  where

J. E e (Rz)  and 1.’ z 0’ (RI), (6.2)

we can prove that RI and Rz are equivalent sets of reductions, in the sense
that

a G /3(R1)  if and onl:\r  if cc  E /?  (Rz). (6.3)

For both of these relations are equivalent to the condition a z  p (RI u Rz)
by (6.1).
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Example 1. Group theory I. The first example on which this method was
tried was the traditional definition of an abstract group. Here we have
three operators: a binary operator fi  = . of weight zero, a unary operator
f 3f 3   = - of weight zero, and a nullary operator fi  = e of weight one,
satisfying the following three axioms.

1. es  a -. a. (“There exists a left identity, e.“)
2. a-. a - e. (“For every a, there exists a left inverse with respect to e.“)
3. (a. b). c - a. (b. c). (“Multiplication is associative.“)

The procedure was first carried out by hand, to see if it would succeed
in deriving the identities a-e = a, a-- = a, etc., without making use of
any more ingenuity than can normally be expected of a computer’s brain.
The success of this hand-computation experiment provided the initial
incentive to create the computer program, so that experiments on other
axiom systems could be performed.

When the computer program was finally completed, the machine treated
the above three axioms as follows: First axioms 1 and 2 were found to
be complete, by themselves; but when 11  = a-. a of axiom 2 was super-
posed on ,LL  = a-b of & = (a. b).c  of axiom 3, the resulting formula
(a-.  a). b could be reduced in two ways as

(a-.a).b  -+ a-*(a-b)
and

(a-.a).b  -+ e-b -+ b.
Therefore a new axiom was added,

4. a-.(a+b)  - b.

Axiom 1 was superposed on the subword  a. b of this new axiom, and
another new axiom resulted:

5. e---a  + a.

The computation continued as follows:

6. a---e - a from 2 and 4.
7. a---b - a-b from 6 and 3.

Now axiom 6 was no longer irreducible and it was replaced by

8. a-e - a.

Thus, the computer found a proof that e is a right identity; the proof is
essentially the following, if reduced to applications of axioms 1, 2, and 3:

a-e  = (e.u).e = ((a--aa-).a).e s (a--.(a-.a)).e  3 (a--.e).e
z a-- .(e.e)  z  a---e 3  a--.(a-.a)  G (a--.a-).a
s e-a E a.

This ten-step proof is apparently the shortest possible one.

The computation continued further:

9. e- + e from 2 and 8.

(Now axiom 5 disappeared.)

10 a-- + a from 7 and 8.

(Now axiom 7 disappeared).

11. a-a-  -+ e from 10 and 2.

12. a.(b.(a.b)-) + e from 3 and 11.

1 3 . a.(a-.b) --t  b from 11 and 3.

So  far, the computation was done almost as a professional mathematician
would have performed things. The axioms present at this point were
1 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 ; these do not form a complete set, and the
ensuing computation reflected the computer’s groping for the right way
to complete the set:

1 4 . (a.b)-.(a.(b.c)) - c from 3 and 4.

1 5 . b.(c.((b.c)-.a)) - a from 13 and 3.

1 6 . b.(c.(a.(b.(c.a))-)) --f  e from 12 and 3.

1 7 . a.(b.a)- --, b- from 12 and 4, using 8 .

18. b.( (a-b)-.c)  -. a--c from 17 and 3.

(Now axiom 15 disappeared.)

19. b.(c.(a.(b.c))-) - a from 17 and 3.

(Now axiom 16 disappeared.)

20. (a.b)- - b--a- from 17 and 4.

At this point, axioms 12, 14, 18, and 19 disappeared, and the resulting
complete set of axioms was:

1. e-a  + a 9. e- + e

2. a--a  -t e 10. a--  + a

3. (a.b).c  -t a.(b.c) 11. a-u- + e

4. a-*(a-b) -t b 13. a.(a-.b) + b

8.  a-e  + a 20. (a-b)-  -+ b--a-

A study of these ten reductions shows that they suffice to solve the word
problem for free groups with no relations; two words formed with the
operators a, -, and e can be proved equivalent as a consequence of axioms
1, 2, 3 if and only if they reduce to the same irreducible word, when the
above ten reductions are applied in any order.
CPA 19
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The computer took 30 seconds for this calculation. Note that, of the 17
axioms derived during the process, axioms 5, 14,15,16, 18, 19 never took
part in the derivations of the final complete set; so we can give the machine
an “efficiency rating” of 1 l/17 = 65%,  if we consider how many of its
attempts were along fruitful lines. This would seem to compare favorably
with the behavior of most novice students of algebra, who do not have the
benefit of the corollary to Theorem 5 to show them which combinations
of axioms can possibly lead to new results.

Example 2. Group theory II  In the previous example, the unary operator -
was assigned weight zero. In Q 1 we observed that a unary operator may
be assigned weight zero only in exceptional circumstances (at least under
the well-ordering we are considering), so it may be interesting to consider
what would happen if we would attempt to complete the group theory
axioms of Example 1, but if we made a “slight” change so that the - opera-
tor has positive weight.

From the description of Example 1, it is clear that the computation
would proceed in exactly the same manner, regardless of the weight of -,
until we reach step 20; now the axiom would be reversed:

20. b--a- - (a-b)-.

Thus, (a-b)-  = f3fab  would be considered as a “reduction” of the word
b-.a-=ffbf2 3 3a; and this is apparently quite a reasonable idea because
(a. b)- is in fact a shorter formula.

But if axiom 20 is written in this way, the computation will never termi-
nate, and no complete set of axioms will ever be produced!
THEOREM 6. If the operator - is assigned a positive weight, no finite

complete set of reductions is equivalent to the group theory axioms

(a.b).c -+ a.(b.c),  e-a -, a ,  a-.a - e .
Proof. Consider the two words

a, = wn+l*(v1*(v2  . . .*(v&&+1)  . . .))-

Id"  = (R.(fl2 . * .'(21,-1.Wn)  . . .))-, n A.

It is obvious that ,6n  is not equivalent to any lesser word in the well-ordering,
since all words equivalent to b, have at least one occurrence of each variable
Vl, -a-,v,, plus at least n- 1 multiplication operators, plus at least one -
operator. Since a,, is equivalent to /I,,,  any complete set R of reductions
must include some (2,  Q) which reduces a,. Now no subword  of a,, except a,
itself, can be reduced, since each of its smaller subwords  is the least in
its equivalence class. Therefore CI,  itself must have the form of 1,; we must
have a, = S&,  . . ., 0,;  2) for some words &,  . . .,  em.  It is easy to see
that this means there are only a few possibilities for the word 3,.  Now the
w o r d

a,: = Wn+2’(01’(V2  . . . .(11,.2),+1)  . . .))-
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is not equivalent to any lesser word in the well-ordering, so aA cannot have
the form of 1. This implies finally that 3. = a,,, except perhaps for per-
mutation of variables; so R must contain infinitely many reductions.

Example 3. Group theory III. Suppose we start as in Example 1 but
with left identity and left inverse replaced by right identity and right
inverse :

1. a-e  + a
2. a.a - + e
3. (a.b).c  -. a.(b.c).

It should be emphasized that the computational procedure is not symmetrical
between right and left, due to the nature of the well-ordering, so that this
is quite a different problem from Example 1. In this case, axiom 1 combined
with axiom 3 generates ‘La.(e.  b) - a. b”,  which has no analog in the system
of Example 1.

The computer found this system slightly more difficult than the system
of Example 1; 24 axioms were generated during the computation, of
which 8 did not participate in the derivation of the final set of reductions.
This gives an “efficiency rating” of 67%,  roughly the same as in Example 1.
The computation required 40 seconds, compared with 30 seconds in the
former case. The same set of reductions was obtained as the answer.

Example 4. Inverse property. Suppose we have only two operators - and -
as in the previous examples and suppose that only the single axiom

1. a-*(a-b)  -f b

is given. No associative law, etc., is assumed.
This example can be worked by hand : First we superpose a- -(a. b) onto

its component (a. b), obtaining the word a-- ~(a-+(a.  b)) which can be
reduced both to a. b and to a--  * b. This gives us a second axiom

2. a---b  -+ a-b

as a consequence of axiom 1.
Now a-*(a-b)  can be superposed onto a---b;  we obtain the word

a-- -(a-.  b) which reduces to b by axiom 1, and to a- (a-. b) by axiom 2.
Thus, a third axiom

3. a.(a-.b) -f b

is generated. It is interesting (and not well known) that axiom 3 follows
from axiom 1 and no other hypotheses; this fact can be used to simplify
several proofs which appear in the literature, for example in the algebraic
structures associated with projective geometry.

A rather tedious further consideration of about ten more cases shows
that axioms 1,2,3  form a complete set. Thus, we can show that a---b z  a. b
19*
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the fact that the three axioms above form a complete set) that the free cen-
tral groupoid on any number of generators has no idempotents at all. For if
there is an idempotent, consider the least word a in the well-ordering such
that M z cc-a.  Clearly a is not a generator, and so a must have the form
tc = @.  y where a, p,  and y are irreducible. Thus (p.y). (B.7)  must be redu-
cible; this is only possible if y = fi,  and then j3.b = a = a .a  = ,6  is not
irreducible after all. (This proof was communicated to the authors by Pro-
fessor Evans in 1966.)

Example 7. A “random” axiom. Experiments on several axioms which
were more or less selected at random show that the resulting systems often
degenerate. For example, suppose we have a ternary operator denoted by
(x, y,  z), which satisfies the axiom

1. (a, (b,  c, a), d)+c.
Superposing the left-hand side onto (b, c, a) gives the word

(6 (a, (b,  c,  4, b),  4,

is a consequence of axiom 1, but we cannot prove that a-- = a without
further assumptions.

A similar process shows that axioms 1 and 2 follow from axiom 3.
Example 5. Group theory IV. The axioms in example 1 are slightly

stronger than the “classical” definition (e.g. Dickson [3]),  which states that
multiplication is associative, there is at least one left identity, and that
for each left identity there exists a left inverse of each element. Our axioms
of Example 1 just state that there is a left inverse for the left identity e.

Consider the five axioms

1. (a.b).c  -+ a.(b.c)
2. e.a - a
3. f-a - a

4. a--a + e

5. a”.a  -+ f

where e, f are nullary operators; - and N are unary operators; and * is a
binary operator. Here we are postulating two left identities, and a left
inverse for each one. The computer, when presented with these axioms,
found a complete set of reductions in 50 seconds, namely the two reductions

f - e
a -  - a-

together with the ten reductions in Example 1. As a consequence, it is clear
that the identity and inverse functions are unique.

The derivation off - e was achieved quickly in a rather simple way, by
first deriving “a-. (a. b) -f  b” as in Example 1, then deriving “f-e b -+ b”
by setting a = f, and finally deriving ‘f  + e” by setting b = J

Example 6. Central groupoids I. An interesting algebraic system has
recently been described by Evans [5].  There is one binary operator . and
one axiom

1. (a.b)a(b.c)  - b.

Let us call this a “central groupoid”, since the product (a. b). (b +  c) reduces
to its central element b. The computational procedure of 9 6 can in this case
be carried out easily by hand, and we obtain two further axioms

2. a.((a.b).c)  - a-b
3. (a.(b.c)).c  - b.c

which complete the set.
Evans [5]  has shown that every finite central groupoid has n2  elements,

for some nonnegative integer n. It is also possible to show [7]  that every
finite central groupoid with n2  elements has exactly n idempotent elements,
i.e. elements with a-a = a. On the other hand, we can show (by virtue of

and this reduces both to (b, c, a) and to (b, c, d). Hence we find

(b,  c, a) = (b,  c, 4.
Now the computational method described in 0 6 will stop, since

(b,  c,  a> # (b,  c,  4.

But there is an obvious way to proceed: Since (b, c,  a) z (b, c, d), clearly
(b, c, a) is a function of b and c only, so we may introduce a new binary
operator . and a new axiom

2. (a, 6,  c) - a-b.
Now axiom 1 may be replaced by

3. a.(b.c)  + c.
Axiom 3 now implies

cad  = a.(b.(c.d))  = aed

and again we find c.  d # a. d. Now as above we note that c.  d is a function
only of d, and so we introduce a further operator $,  a unary operator, with
the new axiom

4. a-b  + b$.
Now axiom 2 is replaced by

5. (a, b, c) - b$
and axiom 3 reduces to

6. a$$ -t a.

We are left with axioms 4,5, and 6, and axiom 4 is irrelevant since the pur-
pose of the binary operator has been served. Thus, two words involving
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the ternary operator are equivalent as a consequence of axiom 1 if and only
if they reduce to the same word by applying reductions 5 and 6. The free
system on n generators has 2n elements.

Example 8. Another “random”  axiom. If we start with

1. (asb).(c.(b.a))  + b,
the computer finds that

c s ((b.a).c).((a.b).(c.(b.a)))  = ((b.a).c).b,
so ((b.a).c).b + c. This implies

b = (((b.a).c).b).(b.a)  G c.(b.a),

and the original axiom now says

c E b.
Clearly this is a totally degenerate system; following the general procedure
outlined above, we introduce a new nullary operator e, and we are left with
the axiom

a - e.
The free system on n generators has one element.

Example 9. The cancellation law. In the previous two examples, we have
seen how it is possible to include new operators in order to apply this reduc-
tion method to axioms for which the method does not work directly. A
similar technique can be used to take the place of axioms that cannot be
expressed directly in terms of “identities”. Our axioms up to now have
always been “identities”; for example, the reduction (a. b). c-+a.(b.  c)  means
essentially that

for all words a, b, c, (a.b).c  3  a.(b.cj.

A general reduction u --f  ,!I means that a E B for all values of the variables
appearing in a and /I.  Of course many mathematical axioms are not simply
identities; one common example is the left cancellation law

for all words a, b, c, if a-b  E a.c then b s c. (7.1)
The left cancellation law can be represented as an identity in the following

way. Consider a function f(x,  v) which satisfies the identity

f(a, a-b)  -+  b. (7.2)

If 8 represents any set of axioms, let 8’ be the set of axioms obtained by
adding the left cancellation law (7.1) to & and let J”  be the set of axioms
obtained by adding the reduction (7.2) to 8 where f is a binary operator
which does not appear in 8. Now we assert that any two words not involving
f which can be proved equivalent in 8’ can be proved equivalent in 8”.  For
whenever (7.1) is used, we must have already proved that a. b s a-c, hence
f(a, a. b) s f(a, a. c), hence b s c by (7.2). Conversely, any two wordsa and
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p not involving f which can be proved equivalent in &“I can be proved equi-
valent in 8’: For if (7.1) holds, there exists a binary operator f satisfying
(7.2); one such binary operator for example can be defined by lettingf(x,  v)
equal z if y can be written in the form x.2 (here z is unique by (7.1)),  and
letting f(x, y) equal x otherwise. This function f has properties which are in
fact somewhat stronger than (7.2) asserts, so if we can prove a z /I under
the weaker hypotheses &‘I, we can prove a E /I with 8’.

(The argument just given seems to rely on certain rules of inference not
admissible in some logical systems. Another argument which systematically
removes all appearances off from a proof of cc  s p in the system J”’  E
z d U {(7.1),  (7.2)) can be given, but it will be omitted here; we will content
ourselves with the validity of the more intuitive but less intuitionistic argu-
ment given.)

A system which has a binary operation . and both left and right cancella-
tion laws, but no further axioms, can be defined by

1. f(a, a.b) + b
2. g(a.b,  b) + a.

Here f and g are two new binary operators. Axioms 1 and 2 are complete by
themselves, so they suffice to solve the word problem for any words involv-
ingf,  ., and g.  Two words involving only . are equivalent if and only if they
are equal.

If we add a unit element, namely a nullary operator e such that

3. e-a  + a
4. a-e  + a,

then the computer will complete the set by adding four more reductions:

5. f(a, a) - e
6. f(e, a) - a
7. g(a, a) + e
8. g(a, e) -, a.

Example 10. Loops. Consider the axiom “for all a and b there exists c
such that a. c 3 b”. This amounts to saying that there is a binary operation
“\” such that c = a\b,  i.e. that a*(a\b)  s b. (This law is a companion to the
cancellation law (7.1) which asserts that at most one such c exists.)

In the mathematical system known as an abstract loop, we have the
above law and its left-right dual, so there are three binary operators 0,  \,
and / which satisfy

1. a.(a\b)  --f  b
2. (a/b).b  - a.
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There is also a unit element,  so that

3. e-a  + a
4. a*e  --f  a.

The computer, when presented  with these axioms, will generate

-5. e\a + a
6. a/e - a.

Axioms 1 through 6 form a complete set, but they do not define a loop;
two important axioms have been left out of the above discussion, namely
the left and right cancellation laws. So if we postulate two further binary
operators f and g as in Example 9, with two further axioms

7.f(a, a-b)  + b
8. g(a.b,  b) + a,

the computer will now generate

9.f(a, b) + a\b
10.  g(a, b) -+ a/b
11. a\(a.b)  --f  b
12. (a.b)/b  -t a
13. a/a + e
14. a\a -L e
15. a/(b\a)  -c  b
16. (a/b)\a  - b.

Axioms 1, 2, . . . , 6, 9, 10, . . . , 16 form a complete set of reductions, and
if we remove axioms 9 and 10 (which merely serve to remove the auxiliary
functionsfand g) we obtain reductions for a free loop. This is a special case
of the complete set given by Evans [4]  who also adds relations between
generators (i.e. between additional nullary operators).

Note that in Example 9 the cancellation laws had no effect on the word
problem, while in this case the rules 11 through 16 could not be obtained
from 1 through 4 without postulating the cancellation laws. On the other
hand, when the mathematical system is known to be finite, the existence of a
solution c to the equation a. c = b, for all a and b, implies the uniqueness of
that solution. Thus laws 11 through 16 can be deduced from 1 through 4 in
a finite system, but not in a free system on a finite number of generators.

The generation of the complete set above, starting from 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8,
took 20 seconds. Axiom 9 was found quickly since

b\a = f(b, b.(b\a))  = f(b, a).
Example 11. Group theory V. An interesting way to define a group with

axioms even weaker than the classical axioms in Example 5 has been pointed

out by 0. Taussky [ll].  Besides the associative law,

1. (a.b).c  + a.(b.c),

we postulate the existence of an idempotent element e :
2. ese  --f  e.

Furthermore, each element has at least one right inverse with respect to e,
i.e. there is a unary operator - such that

3. aSa-  -+ e.

Finally, we postulate that each element has at most one left inverse with re-
spect to e. This last assertion is equivalent to a very special type of cancella-
tion law, which is more difficult to handle than (7.1) :

for all a, b, c, if b-a  z c-a  = e then b = c. (7.3)

This axiom (7.3) can be replaced, as in Example 9, by identities involving
new operators. Let f be a ternary operator and g a binary operator, and
postulate the following axioms :

4. f(e, a, b) --, a
5. f(a.b,  a, b) - g(asb,  b).

It is easy to see that these axioms imply (7.3). Conversely, (7.3) implies the
existence of such functions f and g, since we may define for example

Iv. if x=e
f(X> YY  4 = I;, if x ~ e

g(x,  Y) = zy
i f  x=e  a n d  .z.yze

X, if x + e or if there is no z such that z-y 3 e.

The latter function g is well defined when (7.3) holds.
Thus, axioms 4 and 5 may be regarded, just as in Examples 9 and 10, as

equivalent to (7.3),  if we consider the word problem for words that do not
involve f and g. (Note: Actually a binary operation f(x,  y) could have been
used, but since f(a. b, a) # g(a- b, b), we used a ternary operation so that
axiom 5 could be considered as a reduction.)

The computer was presented with axioms 1 through 5, and an interesting
sequence of computations began. One of the consequences of axioms 1 and 3
alone is that

pea-- z  (a.a-).a--  3 a.(@-.a--)  f a-e. (7.4)

After 2 minutes and 15 seconds, the computation process derived its 29th
consequence of axioms 1 through 5, namely that a-- -a. This meant that
(7.4) became

e-a s a-e
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and the computer stopped since the definitions of 0 2 imply that
e-a # ase.  (This is sensible for if we were to say e-a-a-e, the computer
would loop indefinitely trying to reduce the word e-e.)

Now we restarted the process as in Examples 7 and 8 by introducing a
new unary operator $,  with e-a 3 a$. The axioms currently in the system
at that time were thereby transformed to include the following, among
others :

e$ -+ e

a$$ -L a$
a-e - a$
eea  + a$

(ab)$ * a@$)
g(e, a$> -+ a -.

In order to make the well-ordering come out correctly for these reductions
we changed the weight of - from zero to one, changed the weight off from
one to two, and made $ a unary operator of weight one which was higher
than . in the ordering of operators.

Another axiom in the system at this time, which had been derived quite
early by superposing 3 onto 5 and applying 4, was

g(e, a-) - a.
This now was combined with the rule a-- - a to derive

g(e,  a) - a-.
The reduction g(e, a$)-a-  now was transformed to

a$- + a-
and, with the law a--  -+ a, this became

a$ + a.
Thus, the $ operator disappeared, and the traditional group axioms were
immediately obtained. After approximately 3 minutes of computer time
from the beginning of the computations, all ten reductions of Example 1
had been derived.

Actually it is not hard to see that, as in the discussion of Example 2,
axioms 1 through 5 cannot be completed to a finite set of reductions. After
4+ minutes execution time, the computer was deriving esoteric reductions
such as

f(c, c.(a-.b-),  b-a) --L  g(c, b-a).

Since the process would never terminate, there was perhaps a logical ques-
tion remaining whether any new reductions would be derived (besides the
10  in the final set of Example 1) that would give us more than a group. Of
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course we knew this would not happen, but we wanted a theoretical way to
get this result as a consequence of axioms 1 through 5. This can be done
in fact, by adding new axioms

g(a, b) -+ a-b-
f(a, b, c) - b

to the long list of axioms derived by the machine after 3 minutes. These
axioms are now even stronger than 4 and 5, and together with the ten final
axioms of Example 1 they form a complete set of twelve reductions. Thus
we can be sure that axioms 1 through 5 do not prove any more about words
in .: -,  and e which could not be proved in groups.

The computer’s derivation of the laws of group theory from axioms
1,2, 3 and (7.3) may be reformulated as follows, if we examine the compu-
tations and remove references to f and g:

“We have e-a--  z a.e,  as in (7.4),  hence

a-e 3 e-a--  E (e.e).a--  = e*(e.a--)  = e.(a.e).
:. a---e  z e.(a--.e)  G (e-a--)-e E (a.e).e 3 a.(e.e) z  a-e.
:. a--(a-e)  3  a-*(a---e)  E (a--a--)-e  3  e-e = e .

So, by (7.3),  a- is the left inverse of a.e,  and similarly a--- is the left
inverse of a--  .e = a. e. Hence

a -a-.- - -  =

But now a is the left inverse of a- by (7.3) and axiom 3, and so a-- is the
left inverse of a--- s a-, so

a - - z a.

This implies that a- is the left inverse of a = a--, so each element has a
unique left inverse. The left inverse of a-e is (a.e)  -,  and we have seen that
the left inverse of a. e is a -,  hence (a. e) - = a -.  Now, taking primes of
both sides, we see that a.e  = a, and the rest of the properties of group
theory follow as usual.”

A simpler proof can be given if we start by observing that (eqa).a  - GZ
z  e-(a-a-) G e-e 3  e  E a.a-,* hence, by (7.3),  e.a  = a. Now (a.e).a-z
FE u.(e.a-)  G a-a-  z e; hence by (7.3),  a.e  = a.

The computer’s proof is longer, but interesting in that it does not require
application of (7.3) until after several consequences of axioms 1, 2, 3 alone
are derived.

Example 12. (I,  r) systems I. It is interesting to ask what happens if we
modify the axioms of group theory slightly, postulating a left identity
element and a right inverse. (Compare with Examples 1 and 3.) This leads
to an algebraic system which apparently was first discussed by A. H. Clif-
ford [l]. H. B. Mann [8]  independently discussed this question, and called
the systems “(I, r) systems”. They are also called “left groups” [2].
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Starting with the axioms

1. e.a-a
2. a-a-  + e

3. (a.b).c - a.(b.c),

the computer extended them to the following complete set of reductions:

4. e--e

6. a.(a-.b) --t  b

8. a.e+a--
10. a---b  + a-b
16. a-*(a-b)  + b

18. a--- -+ a-
29. (a-b)-  + b--a-.

(The numbers 4,6, 8, etc. which appear here reflect the order of “discovery”
of these reductions. The computation took 110 seconds. Of 26 axioms gen-
erated, 14 were never used to derive members of the final set, so the “effi-
ciency ratio” in this case was 46x.)  These ten reductions solve the word
problem for free (Z,  r)-systems defined by axioms 1, 2, and 3.

Example 13. (r, I) systems. Similarly, we can postulate a right identity
and a left inverse. This leads to an algebraic system dual to the system of
Example 12, so it is not essentially different from a theoretical standpoint;
but since the method of Q 6 is not symmetrical between left and right, a
test of these axioms was worth while as a further test of the usefulness of
the method.

This set of axioms was substantially more difficult for the computer
to resolve, apparently because the derivation of the law (a. b)-  = b-s a-
in this case requires the use of a fairly complex intermediate reduction,
(a-b)-.(a.(b.c))-c-- , which would not be examined by the computer until
all simpler possibilities have been explored. When the roles of left and
right are interchanged as in Example 12, the steps leading to (a-b)-  z
= b- , a- are much less complicated.

After 2+ minutes of computation, the identity

b--*(a-b)-  G (c.a)-.c

was derived, and computation ceased because b--  . (a. b)-  # (c. a)-. C.
However, it is plain that this quantity is a function of a alone, so we in-
troduced a new unary operator $ and the rule (c.  a)-. c-a $.  After another
2; minutes of computation the following complete set of 12 reductions
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for (r, I)  systems was obtained:

a.e  - a b.(a.a-) - b

a--a  + e b.(a.(a-ec)) --t  b-c

(a.b) .c - a.(b.c) a--(a-b)  -+ a - -

e- - e b.(a--SC)  - b.(a*c)

e-a -+ a - - a - - -  + a-

a-b-- - a-b (a-b)-  -+ b--a-

plus the further reduction a$ -f  a- which was, of course, discarded.

Example 14. (I, r) systems II. If we introduce two left identity elements
and two corresponding right inverse operators, we have the five axioms

1. (a.b).c - a.(b.c),

2. e-a -+a.

3. f-a + a,

4. a-a-  --f  e,

5.  a-a” -J

(Compare with Example 5.) After 2 minutes of computation, the computer
was only slowly approaching a solution to the complete set; at that point
35 different axioms were in the system, including things such as a----
+ a--,  a----  + a--,  a.a”-- + e, etc. ; just before we manually termin-
ated the computation, the reduction a- w-s  b --t  a-. b was generated.

It was apparent that more efficient use could be made of the computer
time if we presented the machine with the information it had already de-
rived in Example 12. Axioms 1, 2, and 4 by themselves generate a complete
set of 10 axioms as listed in Example 12, and axioms 1, 3, 5 generate an
analogous set of 10 with e and - replaced by f and -.  Therefore we start-
ed the calculation again, with 19 initial axioms in place of the 5 above.
(In general, it seems worth while to apply the computational method to
subsets of a given set of axioms first, and later to add the consequences
of these subsets to the original set, since the computation time depends
critically on the number of axioms currently being considered.) Now a
complete set of consequences of axioms 1 through 5 was obtained after
2f  minutes of calculation; this complete set consists of the following 21
reductions.
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e- - e, f- -+A
e” -f,-f,   f--e;f--e;

e-a - a, f.a -  a ;
a-a-  - e, aSaw -f;

a-h  + a-*, a”-  + a--;
a--- + a-, a - - - - a”;
a+e  - a--, a-f - a-“;

ta. b) -c --L  a.(b.c);
a--b - a--b;

(a-b)-  - b-*a-, (a.b)- - b--a-;
a--(a-b)  -  b , a.(a-.b) -  b ;

a --.b - a-b.
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It is clear from this set what would be obtained if additional left inverse
and right identity functions were supplied. Furthermore if we were to
postulate that a- E a” , then e = J If we postulate that e = f, then it fol-
lows quickly that a-- s a--, hence a- E a--- = a--” G a”.

Example 15. (1, r) systems I11.  Clifford’s paper [l] introduces still an-
other weakening of the group theory axioms; besides the associative law

1. (a.b).c - a.(b.c)

and the existence of a left identity
2. e-a  - a,

he adds the axiom, “For every element a there exists a left identity e and
an element b such that b*a  = e.” This was suggested by an ambiguous
statement of the group theory axioms in the first edition of B. L. van der
Waerden’s Moderne  Algebra [Berlin: Springer, 1930, p. 151.  Following
the conventions of the present paper, this axiom is equivalent to assert-
ing the existence of two unary operators, ‘and *, with the following two
axioms :

3. a’sa  - a*,
4. a*.b  - b.

Clifford proved the rather surprising result that this set of axioms defines
an (I, r) system; and that, conversely, every (I, r) system satisfies this set of
axioms. Therefore we set the computer to work on axioms 1, 2, 3, 4, to
see what the result would be.

After 2 minutes of computation, it was apparent that the system was
diverging; 32 axioms were present, including

and others of the same nature. It was not hard to show that, as in Exam-
ple 2, no finite complete set of reductions would be found by the computa-
tional method.

But there is a “trick” which can be used to solve the word problem for
words composed of the operators e, I, *, and .,  by introducing two fur-
ther unary operators $ and # , such that a’.  e z  a # , a-a’ G a$. One of
the consequences which the machine had derived very quickly from axioms
1, 2, 3,4  was that a.(a’.b) + b; so, putting b = e, we have a.a#  z e.
Similarly the law a’.  (a. b) --,  b had been derived, and it follows that
a’ s a’.(a.a’)  = a’.a$  s a’.(e.a$)  s (a’.e).a$  E a# .a$.

Therefore if we take any word involving e, ‘,  *, and .,  we can replace
each component of the form a’ by a# .a$. Then we have a word in the
operators e, *, ., #,  and $. For this new system, axiom 3 should be re-
placed by

3’. a# .(a$.a)  - a*.
We also know from the above discussion that the axiom

5 .  a.a#  - e

is a legitimate consequence of axioms 1, 2, 3, 4, and since axioms 1, 2
and 5 define an (1,  r) system we added their consequences

6. a-e  - a# #,
7. a# # # + a#,

etc., as determined in Example 12. The following complete set of 21 reduc-
tions was now obtained for words in e, *, . , # , and $ :

6z.b) -c + a.(b.c);
e-a - a, a-a!+ -e, a-e - a# # ;

a###  +a#, a #  # .b -  a-b;
a.(a# .b) - b, a# .(a.b)  - b;

(a-b)=!+ -+ b#.a++;
e# - e , e*  -L e ;

a*.b  - b, a$.b -  b ;
a# .a - a*, . *-+a;

a** - a*, ;.;)* + b*;
a$ # - e, a* # - e, a#*--, a $ * + a$.

This complete set can be used to solve the original word problem presented
by axioms 1, 2, 3, 4.

Note that although, as Clifford showed, systems satisfying axioms
1, 2, 3, 4 are equivalent to (2, r) systems, the free systems are quite differ-
ent. The free system on n generators gl,  . . . , g, defined by the axioms 1,2,
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3 of Example 12 has exactly nf 1 idempotent elements, namely e,
g;*g1,.  . . , gA.g,,;  the free system on one generator defined by axioms 1,2,3,4
of the present example has infinitely many idempotent elements, e.g.
a$ for each irreducible word a.

Example 16.  Central groupoids II. (Compare with Example 6.) A natu-
ral model of a central groupoid with n2  elements is obtained by consider-
ing the set S of ordered pairs {(xi,  x2) /x1,  x2 E So},  where SO is a set of n
elements. If we define the product (x1,  x2).  (aim,  y2) = (x2,  yl), we find that
the basic identity (a. b) . (be  c) = b is satisfied.

If x = (x1,  x2),  it is the product of two idempotent elements (x1,  xr).
* (XP,  XZ).  We have (x1,  xi)  = (x.x).x,  and (x2,  x2) = x.(x.x),  and this
suggests that we define, in a central groupoid, two unary functions
denoted by subscripts 1 and 2, as follows:

1. (a.a).a  - al
2 .  a.(a.a)  -  a2

in addition to the basic axiom

3 .  (a.b).(b.c) - b

which defines a central groupoid.
For reasons which are explained in detail in [7],  it is especially interest-

ing to add the further axiom

4. a2.b - a-b

(which is valid in the “natural” central groupoids but not in all central
groupoids) and to see if this rather weak axiom implies that we must have
a “natural” central groupoid.

This is, in fact, the case, although previous investigations by hand had
been unable to derive the result. The computer started with axioms 1, 2,
3, 4, and after 9 minutes the following complete set of 13 reductions was
found :

(41 - al, (a& - at ta211 - a2, (42 - a2;
(a-b)1  - a2, ta-b)2  - bl;

a.(b.c)  - a.b2, (a.b).c - bl.c;
a2Bb  - a-b, a-b1  - a.b;

a-a2  - as, al-a  - al, al-a2 - a.

The computation process generated 54 axioms, of which 24 were used in
the derivation of the final set, so the “efficiency rating” was 44%.  This
is the most difficult problem solved by the computer program so far.

As a consequence of the above reduction rules, the free system on n gen-
erators has 4n2  elements.
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Example 17. Central groupoids III. If we start with only axioms 1, 2,
and 3 of Example 16, the resulting complete set has 25 reductions :

(a.a).a  - al, a.(a.a) - a2;
al-a2 - a, as-al - a-a;
a-al - a-a, a2.a - a-a;

ta.41  - a2, (a42 - al;
(41-a  - al, a-(a212  - a2;
al.(avb)  -  a , (a.b).bs  -  b ;
(aSb)l.b  - a-b, a.(a.b)z  - a-b;
(a.bl).b  - bl, a.(a2.b)  - az;

ta~aMad2  - al, (a2)l.(a.a>  - a2;
(a.a).(al*b)  - al, (aSb2).(b.b)  - bl;
(aS(bSb)).bl  - b-b, a2.((a.a).b)  - a-a;

(a.b)*(b*c)  - b;
a.((a.b).c) - a-b, (a.(b.c)).c - b.c.

Of course these 25 reductions say no more than the three reductions of
Example 6, if we replace al by (a. a). a and a2 by a. (a-a) everywhere,
so they have little mathematical interest. They have been included here
merely as an indication of the speed of our present program. If these 25
axioms are presented to our program, it requires almost exactly 2 min-
utes to prove that they form a complete set.

Example 18. Some unsuccessful experiments. The major restriction of
the present system is that it cannot handle systems in which there is a com-
mutative binary operator, where

aob 5 boa.

Since we have no way of deciding in general how to construe this as a
“reduction”, the method must be supplemented with additional tech-
niques to cover this case. Presumably an approach could be worked out
in which we use two reductions

a-Band/?-a

whenever we find that a zi3 but a #/3,  and to make sure that no infinite
looping occurs when reducing words to a new kind of “irreducible” form.
At any rate it is clear that the methods of this paper ought to be extended
to such cases, so that rings and other varieties can be studied.

We tried experimenting with Burnside groups, by adding the axiom
a. (a. a) -e to the set of ten reductions of Example 1. The computer almost
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immediately derived
a.(b’.a)  = b.(a’.b)

in which each side is a commutative binary function of a and b. There-
fore no more could be done by our present method.

Another type of axiom we do not presently know now to handle is a
rule of the following kind:

if a $ 0 then a-a’ -+ e

Thus, division rings would seem to be out of the scope of this present
study even if we could handle the commutative law for addition.

The “Semi-Automated Mathematics” system of Guard, Oglesby,
Bennett, and Settle [6]  illustrates the fact that the superposition techniques
used here lead to efficient procedures in the more general situation where
axioms involving quantifiers and other logical connectives are allowed as
well. That system generates “interesting” consequences of axioms it is
given, by trial and error; its techniques are related to but not identical
to the methods described in this paper, since it uses both “expansions”
and “reductions” separately, and it never terminates unless it has been
asked to prove or disprove a specific result.

8. Conclusions. The long list of examples in the preceding section shows
that the computational procedure of Q 6 can give useful results for many
interesting and important algebraic systems. The methods of Evans [4]  have
essentially been extended so that the associative law can be treated, but
not yet the commutative law. On small systems, the computations can be
done by hand, and the method is a powerful tool for solving algebraic
problems of the types described in Examples 4 and 6. On larger problems,
a computer can be used to derive consequences of axioms which would
be very difficult to do by hand. Although we deal only with “identities”,
other axioms such as cancellation laws can be treated as shown in Exam-
ples 9 and 11.

The method described here ought to be extended so that it can handle
the commutative law and other systems discussed under Example 18.
Another modification worth considering is to change the definition of the
well-ordering so that it evaluates the weights of subwords  differently de-
pending on the operators which operate on these subwords. Thus, in
Example 11 we would have liked to write

f(a-b,  a> -, da-b, b),
and in Example 15 we would have liked to write

a’ - a# .a$.

These were not allowed by the present definition of well-ordering, but
other well-orderings exist in which such rules are reductions no matter
what is substituted for a and b.
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